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research and operations   








durations of reduced‐gravity, isolation and higher radiation           
• These new operational conditions pose health risks that are 
not well understood and may not be anticipated




Human Research Program (HRP) strives to achieve this goal               
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Value of Modeling and Simulation for 
Space Biomedical Research and Operations       
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Spaceflight Induced 








Optic nerve sheath distension 6/8 (75%)
 
Optic disc edema 5/8 (62.5%)
Posterior globe flattening 5/8 (62.5%)
Choroidal folds 4/8 (50%)
Elevated post‐flight CSF pressure 4/8 (50%)
Cotton wool spots 3/8 (37.5%)


























l l (VM)va sa va maneuver 
– VM during resistive exercise is known to spike ICP and IOP 
(Haykowsky et al 2003; Bakke et al 2009)  .,        ., 
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Research/Risk Knowledge Gaps Most 
Amenable to Computational Modeling     
• VIIP6: How do changes in vascular compliance/ pressures 












Simulation of VIIP   
Ch i i l it
PapilledemaIntracranial 
Pressure
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Fluid Flow m crograv ty







• Computational fluid dynamics of the intracranial           
and spinal space
• High fidelity tissue models to capture           
nonlinear/viscoelastic properties








mo e  to capture t me‐
dependent pressure/flow in 












dynamic modeling for high       
fidelity prediction of the CSF flow 
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– The affected crew’s mean age was 50.2 + 4.2 years (Mader et al.,                     
2011)
• Hypothesized remodeling of the ocular and vascular 
structures due to chronic elevated pressure in the cranial                 
space (Mader et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2005)
• High fidelity tissue model that can be integrated with FE 













































investigating the hypothesized biomechanical pathways         
of VIIP with respect to:
/• Changes to IOP ICP in response to changes in vascular 
compliance/pressure
• Link between exposure to microgravity and changes to 
visual acuity, IOP and ICP
• Link between visual acuity and choroidal engorgement, 
elevated IOP and ICP
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Questions?
